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Summit Secure Communication | Focus: Command and Control
Centres: Overview of the topics for discussion
At the Summit Secure Communication from 26th–28th November, experts at the PMRExpo 2019
will offer knowledgeable insights into the latest trends and innovations in security-critical
communication. In addition to the usual presentations, interactive themed tables and discussion
panels with more than 30 experts will be offered for the first time. The key topics include
cybercrime, broadband communication, the use of drones and cloud-based demand and control
centres.

The challenge of cybercrime
In his presentation on ‘The challenge of cybercrime – Share economy versus one-man show’, Peter
Vahrenhorst of the State Office of Criminal Investigation (LKA) of North Rhine-Westphalia takes an
in-depth look at global networking in the era of digitalisation. How do we address this challenge?
How do we position ourselves? Can authorities like ours afford to pursue a ‘business as usual’
approach? Peter Vahrenhorst believes that the authorities cannot solve these issues all by
themselves. They also have to rely on networks outside the technological sector. The authorities’ own
resources and skills are not sufficient – not least because of the shortage of skilled staff. Digital
convergence also plays an important role. The presentation will identify problems and provide food
for thought.

Broadband communication: Applications and solutions
A multitude of industries require a wide range of broadband applications. Just as there are many
different broadband technologies – such as wireless networks, public mobile phone networks, private

LTE or 5G networks. These technologies have different benefits and disadvantages in terms of
coverage, mobility, security, quality, controllability, availability, costs, etc. Which technology is best
suited for which application? Can 5G really solve all problems? If so, when? These and other issues
will be discussed at the themed table on ‘Broadband communication applications and solutions’
presided over by Dr Torsten Musiol (MECSware). The themed table aims to identify the essential
features of the respective broadband applications in order to provide assistance for upcoming
technological decisions.
Operational control of drones from the control centre
Unmanned airborne systems or drones are used as an additional tool by the authorities in carrying
out their work, by providing real-time situation information from affected areas and by making data
available at a lower personal risk for the operatives. The use of drones is often also less costly and
more time-effective for emergency and rescue services (BOS) as compared to helicopters, for
example. To ensure safe and highly automated deployment in an airspace shared with manned air
traffic, the new operating resources must be integrated into the existing infrastructure of command
and control centres and air traffic control. This must be carried out with due consideration of the
relevant legislative, operative and technical requirements. The presentation on ‘Integrated
operational control of drones from the control centre’ by Jan Ziegler (Frequentis) provides an insight
into international drone validation projects for emergency and rescue services and explains how
drones can be controlled from the control centre in the future.

Cloud-based demand and control centres – future or risk?
Existing technologies no longer permit the emergency and rescue services to meet the new demands
placed on the demand and control centres of police and fire brigades as a result of the further
development of their environment. Also, the increased security requirements for infrastructures can
be satisfied only at great expense. For this reason, new technical solutions must be modelled costefficiently in a secure infrastructure. Any cloud-based realisation raises numerous questions and
uncertainties, but also offers opportunities and prospects for the future that need to be discussed and
carefully considered. The presentation on ‘Cloud-based command and control centres - future or
risk?’ aims to contribute to this discussion.

Overview of events schedule (tickets can be booked separately or as a package):
26-28 November 2019 - PMRExpo 2019 (fair & exhibition)
26-28 November 2019 – Summit Secure Communication (incl. 3-day fair)
27 November 2019 – Symposium Energy Industry (including 3-day summit + fair)
28 November 2019 – Summit Secure Communication (incl. 3-day fair)

Current information and details on https://www.pmrexpo.com

PMRExpo, the leading European specialist trade fair for the Secure Communications Network, is taking place
for the 19th time. Since 2009, it has taken place at the Koelnmesse, the trade fair location in Cologne. A
substantial number of national and international exhibitors are represented, including manufacturers, users and
operators of professional mobile radio systems. PMeV - Netzwerk Sichere Kommunikation is the conceptual
sponsor of PMRExpo. The event is hosted by EW Medien und Kongresse GmbH.
https://www.pmrexpo.com

PMeV is an association of experts for communications solutions in mobile professional mobile radio systems.
Their members comprise manufacturers, system and application houses, as well as network operators and users.
The aim of PMeV is to develop the PMR market in Germany. It showcases the significance of PMR solutions for
businesses and the economy and influences the political and regulatory conditions for the use of professional
mobile radio systems. As a leading key expert for PMR in Germany, the association offers a dedicated forum for
a neutral, manufacturer-independent dialogue at eye-level with market partners, politics as well as with the
authorities and institutions. In addition, PMeV offers manufacturers, users and decision makers a neutral
dialogue platform to evaluate technologies and discuss the opportunities and risks of technical solutions and
concepts. PMeV promotes standards and actively contributes to their further development to meet the
demands of the German market.
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EW Medien und Kongresse GmbH is a leading information supplier for the energy and water sector in Germany
and provides current sector knowledge across all media from a single source. In line with our motto of
‘Knowledge is our Energy’, EW strives every day to compile and present the most important information relating
to this sector. In so doing, our focus is on quality, currency and practical usefulness. Thanks to its closeness to the
Federal Association for the Energy and Water Industry (BDEW), EW can respond quickly to current political and
legal developments. EW also organises events on PMR issues, e.g. the PMR Info Day for utilities, a specialist
conference on emergency services, events related to emergency and crisis management and, since 2013, the
PMRExpo.
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